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EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF THE t:.S = t:.Q RULE IN 
LEPTONIC DECAYS OF NEUTRAL K MESONS':' 

Bryan R. Webber, Frank T. So lrnitz , Frank S. Crawford, Jr., 
and Margaret Alston~Garnjost 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

J.une 1970 

We report the final results of a study of the tiIne. distribution of de

cays of neutral K ~esons produced in the reaction K- + p"'" K 0 :t: n. We 

present independent results based on 81 electronic and 38 muonic decays. 

Combining these with 133 ambiguous events, we find for the t:.S = -t:.Q 
+0.07 

parameter x the value Re{x) = 0~25 -0.09' Im{x) = 0.00 ±0.08. This value 

lies about 2.5 standard deviations away from the point x = 0, and to this 

extent our experiment suggests a violation of the t:.S = t:.Q rule. In the 

course of an investigation of background processes, we identify and mea

sure the rate of the radiative decay KS"'" '/'IT"'Y. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1958, Feynrnan and Gell-Mann1 proposed 

an en,pirical rule for weak interactions which 

has beco=e known as the "t:.Q = t:.Q" rule. They 

considered a weak interaction Hamiltonian with 

The rule was originally proposed to account 

for the observation of the cascade decay 

a curTent- current form 

H = J Jt + Jt J , 
. weak 1.1. 1.1. 1.1. 1.1. 

( 1) 

and split the current up into nonstrange had-

ronic, strange hadrqni:c, and leptonic parts: 

J=N+S+L. 
1.1. f.1 f.1 f.1 

(2) 

The rule is concerned, then, only with the 

strange hadronic current S , and states that the 
f.1 

strangeness of this current is equa~ to its 

charge, which is +1. Thus the operators Sand 
f.1 

st can connect orily hadronic states whose f.1 . 
strangeness and charge differ by the same 

amount; that is, S (or st) induces t:.S = t:.Q = +1 
f.1 f.1 

(or -1) transitions'. 

(3) 

instead of the direct transition 

-
...... n1T , (4) 

for if there existed a current S' with S=-Q=.-1, 

then th~' term S' t S· would indu:e the transition 
f.1 1.1. 

(4), for exa,r:'ple, via a l\: intermediate state: 

(5) 

study of the hadron· currents in nonleptonic 

processes such as (4), however, is complicated 

by our ignorance of strong-interaction dynam

ics. 2 This complication is greatly reduced in 

the leptonic decays of strange particles, inwhich 

the relevant termsof H k are S L t and S t L , 
wea 1.1. 1.1. 1.1. f.1 

since the leptonic current is very well under-

stood. Thus good quantitative tests of the 



l!.S = l!.Q rule did not become possible until the 

acquisition of large numbers of strange-par

ticle leptonic decays. Table I shows the status 

of the rule in these processes, prior to our ex-
. 3 

penment. 

Table 1. Tests of the l!.S = l!.Q rule. 

Process l!.sj l!.Q 

~+ -+- n.e+v -1 

~ nr; +1 

K + -+-,/ 1t + e -; -1 

K+-+-lT\T-e+~ +1 

KO -+IT +r; -1 

KO -+ 'TT -.e+ v +1 

I g'S/gsl Current 

<0.20 
V and A 

< 0.23 
A 

dominates 

0.21 ±0.07 pure V 

In this table,.e represents a leptoJ;1;(e .orll) and gs 

and gs are the cQupling.constants ofthe l!.S =l!.Q 

current S and the l!.S = -l!.Q current, S:" resp_ec-
f.1', r-

tively. One may sepa'rate, .. these cur.:r:~nts intGl 

their, v:ector and axial vector parts;' and the.' 

last column of the table .showsfwhich pa"rt ,CGl,fl

tributes in each pr~cess., The K£3 d:eca¥s,pro

vide the only,test of the DoS :=; l!.Q rule for a 

pure vector current. 

Since 1963, when the Cabibbo theory4 was 

introduced, the l!.S = l:IQ rule has been a basic 

tenet of weak interaction theory. Cabibbo 

proposed that the hadronic weak currents are 

the charged members of an octet representa

tion of the higher symmetry group SU(3). 

Then the strange currents transform under 

SU(3) like. K: and K- mesons, and" in partic

ular, they have S = Q = ±1. We see from the 

Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula 

Q =- 13 + t S, (6) 

where 13 is the third component of the isospin, 

that a current with S = -Q = ±1, on the other 

han~J, has 13 = ± 3/2, and cannot hc a m'cmber 

-2-

of an octet. Thus a violation of the l!.S= l!.Q 

rule would be evidence of currents belonging 

to other SU(3) multiplets. In view of this, 

suggestions by previous experiments
5 

of a 

violation in the K°.e3 decays, as indicated in 

Table I, are of great interest. Our exper

iment was undertaken in order to shed more 

light on the validity ofthe rule in these decays. 

We obtained RO mesons by. exposing the 

25-inchLawrence Radiation Laboratory hydro

gen bubble chamber to a K- beam with momenta 

in the range 310 to 430 MeV/c. In a total of 

1.3 million pictures, we found about 18000 re

actions of the type K- p -+ RO n followed by a 

visible decay of the neutral K meson. Most of 
+ -these are 'TT 'TT decays, but we have found 252 

events in which the decay is leptonic or radi-
'. ±+ ±+ +-

ative: neutral K -+ 'TT e v, 'TT fJ. v, or 'TT 'TT ". 

In 119 of these events the decay is definitely 

leptonic, and we r.egard the remaining 133 as 

completely ambiguous between the leptonic and 

radiative decay hypotheses. Using these 252 

events, we are able to test the l!.S = l!.Q rule 

with an accuracy comparable to that of any 

previous individual experiment. 6 Our results 

may be interpreted as giving a value of 

I gs'/gsl of 0.25~~:~~. Although we do not 

regard this result as conclusive evidence of a 

violation of the rule, it does provide support 

for previous indications of a violation. 

Our test of the l!.S= l!.Q rule was based on 

a study of the time distributions of the leptonic 

decays. If 'f is the amplitude for KO- 'TT - + e ++v 

(l!.S = l!.Q) and g ,is that for RO -+ 'TT - + e ++ v 

( Ll.S = -Ll.Q). for a particular final- state con

.figuration, then the time distribution of elec-
-0 . b 7 tronic decays of an initial K state is gIven y 

1 2 2 -~~ 
T'e(x; q, t) = 4' I f I ,[ 11 + x I e 

+ 11- x 12 e-~Lt - 2 {2Im{x) sin at 

2 } _1 (~S+ ~L)t] + q (1 - I x I ) co s at e 2 " , (7) 

where q is the charge of the electron, x is the 

ratio g/L ~S and ~L arc the KS and KL total 

.. ' 

·i

'i ••. l' 
j ~ 

I , 
, , 
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decay rates, and 5 is the mass difference 

m.(KS)-m(K
L

)·8 if the amplitude ratio x is 

approximately independent of the final- state 

configuration, we may take Eg. (7) to express 

the time distribution summed over all config

urations, with 1 f 12 now r.epresenting an inte

grated intensity, weighted by our detection ef-. 

ficiency for each configuration. 

After further assumptions, which are dis

cussed in full in Ref. 9, the time distribution 

of the muonic decays may also be shown to be 

of the form given in Eq. (7), with new param

eters fl and x, corresponding to f and x. If 

there is no significant induced scalar interac

tion in the Inuonic decay process, then x' = x. 

Clearly, the ~S = ~Q rule requires 

x = x' = O. Conservation of CP in the decay 

process would imply Im(x} = Im(x l ) = O. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A. Scanning and Selection of Candidates 

-3-

The 400 -Me vic K- beam at the Bevatron, 

which was used for this experiment, has been fully 
10 described elsewhere. Bymovementof our tar-

get, and by use of a beryllium beam degrader, we 

were able to obtain data inthe K- momentum 

range 310t0430MeV/c. However, 750/0 of the 

data were taken in the range 370 to 410 MeV/c. 

Typically, our bubble chamber pictures con

tained about six K- and two background tracks. 

The backgl'ound cons:istedofpions, muons, and 

some electrons. Since the background tracks had 

practically minimum ionization, they were easy to 

distinguishfroIntheK-tracks, whichhad 2.6 

tiInes IniniInum ionization. 

The appearance of a leptonic neutral K de

cay in our photographs is characterized by a 

zero-prong and a V. The pictures were there

fore scanned for ViS. If both a V and a zero

prong were found, the event was measured on 

a Spiral Reader or Franckenstein autoInatic 

Ineasuring Inachine, and we used the kinemat

ics fitting prograIn SIOUX to atteInpt four-

constraint (4C) fits to RO and A production and 

two-body decay. If the confidence level for the 
. -4 ' 

RO fit wa is Ie s s than 5 X 10 and the V was not 

identified as a A decay during scanning, fits to 

all three- body K-decay hypotheses were tried. 

If the confidence level for any of these was 

greater than 0.02, the event was called a three

body KO decay candidate and was reIneasured 

on a Franckenstein measuring Inachine. 

Pictures in which the scanner recorded a 

V but no zero-prong, and did not definitely 

identify the V as a A decay by ionization or 

stopping of the positive track, were carefully 

rescanned for zero-prongs and Ineasured if 

one was found. 

In about 9'1" of our pictures, there was a 

V and two or more zero-prongs, none of which 

was clearly associated with another event. 

After Ineasuring a saInple of these, we found 

that in 43% of them we could obtain Inore than 

orie RO production and three- body-decay fit, in 

which the' same V was as sociated with different 

zero-.prongs. Since the resolution of such aIn

biguities is likely to depend on the distance of 

the V frOIn the various zero-prongs, this could 

give rise to a bias in the decay-tiIne distribu

tions. We avoided this possibility by rejecting 

froIn our set of candidates all those in pictures 

containing extra zero-prongs not clearly as

sociated with other events. In this way we ob

tained those KO, s which were associated with 

a unique production vertex, but fitted only the 

1C RO production and three- body-decay hypo

theses. 

B. Geometrical Cuts 

In order to eliIninate tiIne-dependent 

biases from our saInple of t?ree-body decay 

candidates, we applied the following geoInetri

cal selection criteria. Complete discussion of 

these criteria and their effects Inay be found 

in Ref. 9. 

We removed time-dependent biases asso

ciated with the finite size of the visible region 



of the bubble chamber by placing the boundaries 

of the fiducial volume 8.? cm from the top and 

bottom windows of the chamber, and at least 6 

cm. from the other limits of the visible region. 

The most serious bias of this kind arises from 

a loss of momentum resolution for short decay 
11 tracks, and we found from Monte Carlo 

studies that such an effect becomes significant 

only when the projected length of a decay track 

is limited to less than 5 cm by the finite size of 

the chamber. We therefore required the dip 

angles of the decay tracks to be less than 55 

deg; in conjunction with the fiducial volUlTIe, 

this criterion ensured that the projected lengths 

were not limited t~ less than 8.5 cot(55 deg) = 6 

cn,. 

To remove the scanning bias against events 

with short neutral tracks, we rejected a: candi

date if the decay vertex, projected onto the av

erage plane of the camera views, lay inside a 

rectangular region extending 3.5 mm ahead of 

the production vertex, 2.5 mm behind it, and 

1. 75 mm to each side. These dimensions were 

based on a study of the same bias in a sample 
. +

of 5000 decays of the type KS - 1T 1T • 

We rejected events in which the opening 

angle of the V was less than 2 deg or greater 

than 170 deg. This cut removed a large num

ber of conversion electron pairs, and also 

n10st of those pictures in which the V was not 

the decay of a neutral particle, but rather the 

decay or small-angle scattering of an incoming 

charged particle. 

C. Elimination of Background 

Very large numbers of potential back

ground events were eliminated by the prelim

inary selection criteria and geometrical cuts 

discussed in Secs. II A and B, for reasons that 

should be clear from that discussion. Never

theless, at this stage of the analysis we had 

758 leptonic decay candidates, of which less 

than half were expected to be true leptonic de-
+ -

cays. Most of the other events were KS- 1T 1T 
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decays which for some reason failed the 4C :K:0 
production and two-body decay fit. We removed 

nearly all this background by means of the fol

lowing three cuts. We discuss later the effects 

of our cuts on leptonic decays. 
-0 

(a) We made 1C fits to K production and 

two-pion decay, in which first one 'and then the 

other pion was considered unmeasured. Clearly, 

an otherwise good two - body decay with'one bad 

pion track shQuld gi ve a: good fit when the bad 

track is not used. :' Furthermore, in such a fit the 

initial. morn en turn and direction of the "unmea

sured"pion are reconstructed by momentum con

servation from the other tracks," and, if the bad 

track had a small decay or scattering kink, it 

should still lie close to this reconstructed di

rection. The apprppriate criterion.of "close

ness" is the quantity F = Pfit[3fit b..B, where 

Pfit is the reconstructed momerituni, c[3fit is 

the corresponding velocity, and b..B is the space 

angle between the measured and reconstructed 

initial directions of the track. 12 In our exper

iment all ex~ept 0.5 of the Coulomb scatterings, 

and all the decays, on the pion tracks should 

give values of F lessthan 2200 (MeV/c) deg. 

We therefore rejected all events giving a fit of 

this kind with confidence level greater than 

1.5x 10- 3 and F less than 2200 (MeV/c) deg. 

(b) To remove most of the radiation de
-0 

cays, we made a 1C fit to K production and 
+ -

1T 1T 'Y decay. Unfortunately, muonic decay 

events have a tendency to fit this hypothesis, 

because of the similarity of the pion an9- muon 

masses, so we could not simply reject all 

events for which a fit was obtained. However, 

~he great majority of radiative decays produce 

a photon of very low momentum in the center

of-mass frame, whereas the neutrino spectrum 

in muonic decay is expected to approach zero 

at low momenta. We therefore con<pron<ised 

by rejecting events of which this fit had a con-
-3 fidence level greater than 1.5X 10 and a c.m. 

photon momentum less than 50 MeV/c. This 

• 



left a small number of radiative decays with 

photons of higher momentum, for, which we had 

to correct our leptonic decay distributions. 

The calculation of this correction is discussed 

in Sec. IlIA: 

(c) A significant number of two- pion de

cays failed the normal fit for more than one 

reason, giving rise to "second-order" back

ground. The principal sources of these events 
+ -. . 

were (i) TT.TT decays in which both decay pions 

Coulomb $'cattered, (ii) KO
, s produced radi

atively or after K scattering and decaying to 

- 5-

+- + - . 
TT TT '{ or to TT TT followed by pion scattering, 

(iii) TT +TT - '{ decays foilowed by pion scattering, 
+ - .' 

and (iv) TT TT '{'{ decays. We expect less than 

three events of these types to have decay pho

tons with c. m. momenta greater than 10 MeV/c, 

or pion scattering with F [see (a) above] greater 

than 376 (MeV/c) deg. We therefore made a 

special fit in which we increased the errors on 

the tr.acks of the V, to take into account the 

possible emission of 10-MeV/ c photons in the 

decay and a subsequent scattering with F = 376 

(MeV/c) deg. This 3C fit was to the two-pion 

decay of a neutral K coming from the direction 

of the zero-prong; we did not use the momen

hUTlor direction of the beam track, so second

order background events with a bad beam track 

or radiative production vertex should also give 

a good fit. We rejected all events giving a con

fidence level greater than 0.1 for this special 

fit. In view of the large kinematic overlap be

tween this cut and the preceding two, we es

timate that less than 1.5 second-order back

ground events should remain after the applica

tion of all three cuts. 

Having made the above cuts, we were left 

with 452 candidates; which we examined on a 

scanning table. We could then make a number 

of cuts which depended in part on the results 

of this examination. 

(d) One-constraint fits were mad'etothetwo

body decay of aJ\. or neutral K of unknown origin. 

An event was rejected if it gave a confidence 
-4 

level greater than 5X 10 and the appearance 

of the V was consistent with the corresponding 

interpretation. This cut eliminated two- body 

decays in which the beam track measurement 

was bad, the production process was radiative, 

or the neutral particle scattered or interacted 

in flight. It also eliminated two-body "wall 

V's, II that is, decays of neutral particles 

produced outside the visible region which were 

mistakenly ass()ciated with a zero-prong in the 

picture. 

(e) The tracks of the V were interpreted 

as electrons, if this was consistent with their 

ionization, and the invariant mas s of the pair 

was calculated. If this was less than 140 MeV, the 

event was rejected. Tills cut removed '{-ray 

conver sion pair s, and also decays of the forms 
00 ° +- 00+-KS -+ 1'1" TT , TT -+ ee' '{ and J\. -+ nTT , TT -+ e e '{. 

(f) In some events, it could not be def

initely established by inspection that both par

ticles in the V were moving out from the ver

tex. This raised the possibility that the V was 

the decay of an incoming muon, or the decay or 

elastic scattering of an incoming charged pion. 

When a V appeared to be .consistent with one of 

these hypotheses, we calculated the missing 

mass at the vertex with the appropriate track 

reversed, and, for the TT and fJ. decays, re

jected the event if the square of this lay within 

four standard deviations of a correct value 

[0 for the pion decay and the range 0 to (105 
2 

MeV) for the muon decay]. For the pion scat-

tering hypothesis, we also required the re

coiling proton to be invisible [missing momen

tum squared within four standard deviations of 

the range 0 to (80 MeV/ c)2] before rejecting 

an event. 

We believe that cuts (a) through (f) cover 

all significant sources of background in our 

experiment.
13 

The decay mode neutral 

K -+ TT + TT- '11'0 is kin~matically quite distinct from 

the leptonic decays and gives rise to no back-



ground. In a sample of 1. 6X 10
5 

pictures, we 

l11ade a search for three- body wall V's, which 

might give spurious leptonic fits with unasso

ciated zero-prongs in the same picture. In 

this sample, there were 29 wall V's inside our 

decay fiducial volume. For each wall V, we 

simulated an unassociated zero-prong by mea~ 

suring a beam track associated with a real 

event in the same picture. None of the comCo 

binations of zero-prong plus wall V survived 

our selection criteria for leptonic decays. 

We have studied the effects of cuts similar 

to those discussed above on 3616 simulated 

leptonic decays, generated by the Lawrence 

Radiation Laboratory program PHbNY. 14 

This program reduces Monte Carlo events to 

sets of coordinate points, simulating the out

put from a measuring machine. The K and 

KO distributions of the Monte Carlo events 
+ ~ 

were deduced from the real KS -1T 1T events 

at the beam momentum setting at which we 

took most of our, data. For the decay distri

butions, we as sumed L:l.S = L:l.Q and used the 

standard cur rent- current interaction matrix 

element, setting the form factor ratio; equal 

to zero for the muonic decays. We found that 

about 50% of the simulated events were re

jected. Those remaining showed no biases in 

their decay-time distributions, and gave good 

agreement with the L:l.S = L:l.Q rule when anal.

yzed by the methods discussed in Sec. III B. 

D. Identification of Leptons 

We have been able to identify the lepton in 

119 of the 252 events remaining after the se

lection procedures described in the previous 

section. Of the identified leptons, 32 were 
+ - + -e , 49 e , 14 fJ. , and 24 fJ. 

We identified 78 of the 81 electrons and 
4 /:0· 

25 of the 38.m.uons by comparison of track 

densities during scanning-table inspection of 

the events. A computer program was used to 

predict the projected relative ionization for 

each mass hypothesis for each track, at the 
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beginning and end of the mea-sured track seg

ment in each of the three camera views. If 

these predictions were judged to be consistent 

with the obsee'rved event for only one decay 

hypothesis, the event was considered to be 

identified. 

If a lepton could not be positively identified 

by inspection, we consid'ered the event to be 

completely ambiguous between the leptonic and 

1T1T'{ decay hypotheses. We made no use of 

kinematic confidence levels in identifying 

events, because we found evidence from sim

\llated events that the resolution of kinematic-
+ - - + ally similar hypotheses, such as 1T fJ. v, 1T fJ. v, 

+ -and 1T 1T y, depends on the distance between the 

,zero-prong and the V, and hence on the time 

of flight of the neutral K. We therefore chose 

to make no resolutions on the basis of kine

matics, rather than to introduce a time

dependent resolution function based entirely on 

a Monte Carilo simulation. 

It is clear that leptonic tracks of small 

projected length cannot be identified, because 

their ionization cannot be observed with suffi

cient precision. We believe, however, that the 

minimum projected length of 6 cm (4 cm on the 

scanning table) provided by our fiducial-volume 

and dip-angle cuts is sufficient to eliminate any 

significant bias of this kind, and, indeed, the 

results of our anaiysis are not significantly af

fected if we make these cuts more restrictive. 

In 3 electronic and 13 muonic decays, 

identification was made with the help of infor

mation other than .track density. Sources of 

information were a-ray momenta for electrons~5 
and decays and compar'ison with curvature tem

plates for muons. The probability of obtaining 

information of these kinds does depend on the 

position of the decay vertex in the bubble cham

ber. However, in view of the small number of 

events identified in these ways, we do not be

lieve that this effect gives rise to a significant 

bias in the time distributions. Indeed, if we 



make no use of information other than track 

density. and treat these 16 events as unidenti-
..' . .' 

fied. the results of our· analysis are not signi

ficantly affected. 

As a final check that our lepton identifica

tion procedures do not introduce biases. we 

have performed an analysis in which we treat 

all 252 of our events as unidentified. The re

sults are consistent with those of the full anal

ysis discussed in Sec. III B. 

An important feature of our selection cri

teria and methods of lepton identification is 

that they are all charge symnletric. The num

bers of identified positive and negative leptonic 

decays therefore provide information. as well 

as the shapes of the decay-time distributions. 

Furthermore, the p,r.edictedtime distri~ution of 

the ambiguous. events,j,s:p~coPbr.tio'D;!Ill)tQ\the sum 

of the positive and, negativeleptonic--deca..¥-tirne 

distributipp-s, corrected fOT the expected 1T~1(-'Y 
contam.in<j.tion, which we discuss in Sec. III A. In 

Sec. lIIB, we de,sctr.ibe how,th,eE!e;factS;are! \,l,1il.ed 

in the maximum-likelihood analysiS of our data. 

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

A. Corr,ection for Remaining Background 

As discussed in Sec. II C, the principal 

background remaining after our cuts consists 

of radiative two-pion decays with c. m. photon 

momenta greater than 50 MeV/c. These events 

cannot be satisfactorily removed from our 

sample of ambiguous events because they are 

kinematically ve~y similar to muonic decays, 

so we have had to apply a correction based on 

theoretical predictions of the number and dis

tributions of radiative decays. We estimate 

that other sources of background contribute 

les s than two events with the KS lifetime and 

about 0.5 with the KL lifetime. We have not 

corrected for these events. 

To compute the correction for radiative 

two-pion decay, we assume that this process 

occurs only though inner bremsstrahlung of 

-7-

the mode KS -+- 'It + 1T -. This hypothesis is sup

ported by ear lier experimental data 16 and by 

our own, which we discuss at the end of this 

se·ction. The inner bremsstrahlung spectrum 

has been calculated, 17 and leads to the predic

tion 

( 8) 

where k is the photon momentum in the overall 

c. m. system, 

S ' + -lnce the 1T 1T 'Y decays should have the 

same time distribution as the 1T + 1T - decays. the 

predicted number of 1T + 1T - 'Y decays is given by 

-3 E 
n =: (2.56X 10 ) -.::i.. n

2 
. (9) 

'Y c 21T 1T 

Here c
21T 

is the efficiency of any set of cuts 

that r,emoves all background and scanning 

b · f + -lases rom our sample of 1T 1T decays. and 

n
21T 

is the observed number of such decays 

after these cuts; cis the efficiency of our se-
'Y j 

lection criteria for leptonic decays when ap-

pli,ed to 1T+1T-'Y decays. that is. the probability 
+ -that a 1T 1T 'Y decay will satisfy all these criteria 

and be included in our sample of 252 events. 

To evaluate n
2 

and c
2 

• we subjected 
. 1T+ _ 1T 

real and SImulated 1T 1T decays to a set of cuts 

designed to eliminate all background and scan

ning biases. For uniformity, we rejetted 

events· having a decay-track dip angle greater 

than 55 deg or less than -55 deg, as we did 

with the leptonic decays. We found n
21T 

=: 12833 

after these cuts, and c
21T 

= 660/0. This lbw ef

ficiency was due .. almost entirely to the dip

angle cut, which removed 310/0 of the simulated 
+ -1T 1T decays. 

We applied selection criteria similar to 

those described in Sec. II to simulated 1T+1T-" 

decays, and found c = 0.65. This is consider-
'Y 

ably higher than the estimated efficiency for 

true leptonic decays (about 0.50). since the 

high photon momentum makes 1T + 1T - 'Y decays 

with k > 50 MeV/c less likely to be rejected as 
+ -possible 1T 1T background. 
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Since some of our selection criteria in

volve scanning-table examination of the event, 

we were unable to estimate E with great pre-
y 

cision from simulated events, which could not, 

of course, be so examined. However, after 

varying our assumptions about the importance 

of s canning information within reasonable 

limits, we are confident that OUr estimate of 

E is accurate within 5%, which is more than 
y 

adequate for calculating the required correc-

tion to our data. 
+ -The predicted number of background 1T 1T Y 

decays in our sample of 133 ambiguous events 

is now given by Eq. (9): 

n = 31.4 events. 
y 

(10) 

In Sec. III B we discuss how this number is 

used to make a correction to the likelihood 

function in the maxlmum-likelihood analysis. 

We expect a small but significant number 

of kinematically unambiguous Tr + Tr - Y decays in 

our experiment, since we find, from further 

analysis of simulated events, a probability 
+ -

0.157 that a 'If Tr Y decay will satisfy all E 
yu 

our selection criteria, have only three- bod'y 

decay fits, and have a confidence level for the 

1T + 1T - Y fit that is greater than 2% and more than 

50 times that of the second-best fit. This 

leads to a predicted number n of unambigu-+ _ yu 
ous Tr Tr Y decays, where 

. E 
n =(2.56X10-3)~n2 =7.6 eventS. (ii) 
yu E21T Tr 

The background of leptonic decays in this 

sample should be'less than 0.3 event. In fact, 

we find 10 events which are unambiguous, ac

cording to the above criteria. Both their c. m. 

photon momentum and decay-time distributions 

are in good agreement with those of simulated 

KS- 1T+Tr-y decays., generated with an inner 

bremsstrahlung distribution and subjected to 

the same cuts. These 10 events therefore 'pro

vide additional experimental support for our 
+ -hypothesis that Tr Tr Y decay occurs only through 

this process. They give a value for the decay 

rate for k>50 MeV/c, 

+ - I T'{KS-lT 1T y; k >50 MeV c) 

. -3 + -= (3.3±i.2)X1D r{KS-+Tr 1T), (12) 

which is in agreement with the prediction given 

in Eq. (8). The error includes an estimated 

200/0 uncertainty in E . 
yu 

B. Maximum- Likelihood Analysis 

The histograms in Figs. 1,2, and 3 show 

the time distributions of the positive leptonic, 

negative leptonic, and ambiguous decays in the 

interval from 0 to 10- 9 sec. There were 12 

additional decays at times greater than 10- 9 

sec. We have made a maximum-likelihood 

analysis of the electronic, muonic, and ambi

guous decay-time distributions in terms of the 

parameters x and x, defined in Sec. 1. In 

this analysiS we have used events at all decay 

times, but our results are in~ fact completely 

insensiti ve to the distribution of the 12 events 

not shown in the histograms. The solid and 

broken curves in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are ex

plainedin Sec. III C. 

Consider first the identified electronic de

cays. The likelihood of a given value of 

x, L.. (x) is simply the probability that, if x 
e . 

truly had this value, the distributions of these 

events would be as we observed them. Sup

pose that in the ith event we looked at an inter-
::- i i 

val of proper time from \nin to \nax'. and ob-

served a decay with electron charge ql at time 

ti. For every event in our sample, the un

certainty in the decay time is less than 12%, 

and we neglect it. First, given that the elec

tron 'had charge qi, the differential probability 

that the decay should occur at time t
i 

is 

i 
t max 

re {x;qi, ti)/S Ie {x;qi. t)dt. 

t i . 
mln 

which is normalized to the interval ti. to 
. mln 

t
l 

(with constant detection efficiency) since 
max 

.' 



.. 
i 

the decay was actually observed in this inter

val. Furthermore, the probability that the 

electron should have charge qi, rather than 

_qi, in a decay in this interval, is 

t i t i 

S
max ·max 

i re(x;qi,t)dt/S· [r (x;+1,t)+r (x;-l,t)] dt, 
t . ·tl . e e 
mIn mIn 

since our selection and identification p;oce

dures are charge- symmetric. The likelihood 

function is then the product of these two factors 

for every identified electronic decay: 

') 81 ,r ( i i) 
!'(x)=I1. ex;q,t, 

i7"--e i = 1 tl 

S
max 
. [~(x;+1,t)+ ~(x;-1,t)] dt 

t
l 

. 

( 13) 

mIn 
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A contour plot of this function in the x com-

plex plane is shown in Fig. 4. We have drawn 

contours at likelihood. values exp(-in2) relative 

to.the likelihood peak, for n = 1, 2,3,4, and 5. 

The location of the peak is shown by the solid 

circle. If the errors .in Re(x) and Im(x) were 

Gaus.sian and uncorrelated, the contours shown 
! 

would be right ellipses of constant separation, 

representing numbers of standard deviations 

from the peak. We see that this is approx

imately the case for small n, so our result for 

the 81 identified electronic decays may be writ

ten 

to.10 to.10 
Re(x) = 0.30_ 0 . 12 , Im(x) = 0.07 -0.08' (14) 

where the errors in Re(x) and Im(x) are essen

tially uncorrelated and represent one-standard

deviation limits. 

We treated the identified muonic decays in 

the sanle way, defining the likelihood function 

for Xl as 

. i i 
;. 38 r (Xl; q ,t ) ;f ... , (Xl) = 11 --:-____ Il"'--______ , (15) 

f.I. i:; 1 t i 
max 

S [r(xl;+1,t)+r(xl;-l,t)]dt 
'Il Il 'e min 

where r (Xl; q,t) is the time-dependent rate of 
f.I. 

decay' for muon charge q, corresponding to Eq. 

(7). A contour plot of this likelihood function 

is shown in Fig. 5, and give.s as our result for 

the 38 identified muonic decays 

R ( I) - 0 19+0 . 13 
ex. - . . _ 0.18' I ( I) - 0 12+0 . 20 

mx --. -0.17' ( 16) 

As in our result (14) for the electronic decays, 

the errors in, (16) are essentially uncorrelated 

and are one- sta'ndard-deviation limits. 

The results (14) and (16) are clearly con

sistent with the hypothesis x :; x, which corre

sponds to .a negligIble contribution of the induced 

scalar interaction in both the electronic and the 

muonic decay modes. If we make this hypo

thesis, then both (14) and (16) may be regarded 

as measurements of the parameter x, and we 

may corpbine them to obtain the likelihood con

tours shown in Fig. 6, which give 

Re(x) = 0.23 ±0.09, Im(x) = 0.04±0.08, 

from the 119 identified leptonic decays. 

The hypothesis that x and Xl are equal also 

allows us to use the ambiguous '·'e"ents to mea-

sure their co~mon value. However, our sam

ple of 133 ambiguous events is expected to con-
+ -

tain 31.4.1T 1T '{decays, discussed in Sec. lIlA, 

so we must apply a correction for these back

ground events in the likelihood function. The 

corrected function has the form 18 

..p _133 P(x;+1,t
i
)+P(x;_1, ti)+fC (x) exp(-:-x,st

i
) 

d\. (x) - II -,-' .. ---------"'-----'--=--
o i=1 'tihax 

S. [P(x; +1, t)+ P(x; -1, t) +f c (x)exp(-x'S:)] dt 

t
1 

. ( 18) 
hnn 

where P(x;q, t) is the unnormalized distribution 

2 . 2 -x.st 2 -x.t 
P(x;q;t) = 4r (x;q,t)/Ifl :;Iftxl e +11-xl e e '. 

2. _.!.(x,S+A.Llt 
-2[2 Im(x)sinot +q(1-1 x I )cosot] e 2 

and f (x) is the correction function 
·c 

31
.4' (,,[P(x;+1,t)+ P(x;-1,t)] E(tldt 

f (x)= '. 0 . 

c 133-31.4' r exp(-X.st) E(t)dt 

( 19) 

= 0.309 Q(x), (20) 



where €(t) is the geometrical efficiency func

tion for our experiment, which is shown in 

Fig. 7; The correction depends on x because 

we wish to keep the fraction of 'IT + 'IT - '{ decays 

constant at 31.4/133, while allowing x to vary. 

Performing the integrations in Eq. (20), we ' 

find 

10 

2 . 2 
Q(x) = 211 +xl + 24.611-xl+ 10,0 Irri(x). (21) 

Using the corresponding 'correction in the like

lihood function (1S), we obtain from the 133 

an1.biguous events the result 

Re(x) = 0.32 ±0.12, Im(x) = -0.27~g:~6. (22) 

A contour plot of the 'likelihood is shown in Fig. 

8. Co~bining this likelihood with those for the 

identified events, we obtain the plot in Fig. 9 .. 

The corresponding value of x, determined from 

all 252 events, is 

+0.07 
Re(x) = 0.25_

0
.
09

, Im(x) = 0.00 ±O.OS. (23) 

We stress again that this result, unlike (14) and 

(16), is meaningful only if x = Xl, that is, only 

if the contributions made by induced scalar and 

pseudoscala~interactions are negligible in both 

the electronic and the muonic decays. This is 

not well established, but the results for our 

identified events are consistent with this hypo

thesis. 

C. Consistency Tests 

A maximum-likelihood analysis gives the 

relative likelihood. of various values of the 

parameters being measured, but does not indi

cate whether any of these values gives a good 

fit to the data. If the parameterization of the 

time distributions in terms of x is entirely in

appropriate, then even our most likely value of 

x, given by Eq. (23), gives a bad fit to these 

distributions. We investigated this possibility 

by making the following three tests of the con

sistency of our data with the parameterization 

used. 

1. x2 
test of the time distributions 

The predicted time distributions of the 

positive leptonic, negative leptonic, and un

identified decays are, respectively, 

'dn+ 
{it (x;t) =,NiP(x; +i,t) E(t), (24) 

'dn 
dt - (x; t) N. P(x; -1;t) E(t), 

1 

'dn 
dtO (x; x) = Nu [P(x; +i, t) + P(x; -1, t) 

+ fc(x) exp(~X.st)] E(t), 

where E(t) is the geometrical efficiency, shown 

in Fig. 7 , and N. and N are normalization 
. 1 U 

constants. We normalize to the observed num-

ber s of identified and unidentified events; since 

the selection and·identification procedures were 

charge- symmetric, we use the same normal

ization constant Ni for the positive and negative 

leptonic distributiops. The predictions for 

x = 0 (l:,S = l:,Q) and x given: by Eq. (23) are 

shown in Figs. 1,2, and 3 by the solid and 

broken curves" respectively. 

For the ten decay-time bins shown in the 

thr~e distributions,the overall values of X
2 

were 27.0 for ~hel:,S = l:,Q prediction and 26.1 

for our result (23). 'I4e expectation values of 

X2 were, respectively, 28 (30 bins and 2 nor

malizations)and 26 (two independent free 

parameters). We conclude that, over the time 

interval from 0 to 10 -9~ec, both curve s give 

satisfactory fits to the data. We did not use 

decay times greater than 10- 9 sec in the X2 

test, since these bins would contain too few 

events to give meaningful X2 contributions. 

Even in the interval used, some of the bins 

contain only orie or two events, and the X2 

provides only a rough test of consistency which 

is rather insensitive to the parameter x. Of 

course, these criticisms do not apply to a 

maximum~likelihood analysis, and for this we 

used events at all decay times. However, we 

found that our results were in fact insensitive 

to the distribution of events beyond 4X10-
10 

sec. For the interval from 0 to 4 X 10 -10 sec, 

in which the statistics are best and the X 2 
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should be most sensitive to x, we found X
2 

con

tributions of 10.8 and 5.3 for b.S = b.Q and our 

1'esult (Z3). respectively, reflecting the greater 

likelihood of the latter value. 
. .2 

We conclude thatthe)( test shows a param-

eterization in terms of x to be appropriate, and 

is consistent with our likelihood analysis. 

Z. Measurement of the KL leptonic 

decay rate 

Although our analysis of the decay-time 

distributions was independent of the normaliza

tion constants N. and N., it was necessary to 
1 u 

check the values of these quantities for unex-

plained losses of events, which might be time

dependent and thus give rise to incorrect re

sults. The only previously well-measured 

quantity with which we may compare our nor

malization .is the leptonic decay rate of the 

K
L

, I Lee). Noting that 

P(x;±1;t)=.I,1-xIZwhen },.-1t «t«},.-i; 
S L. (25) 

we have an observed leptonic decay rate of 

2 
Z(Ni+Nu)11-xl E(t)=tNEpE(t) T'L(P) (Z 6) 

-1 -1 
for },.S· «t«},. L ' 

where N is the number' of ROts produced in our 

fiducial volume and Ep is the time-independent 

part of our detection efficiency for leptonic de-

cays. The total number of leptonic decays seen 

is 

n = (N. + N )Soo [P(x; +1, t) 
£, 1 U 

o 

+ P (x; -.1, t)] E (t) dt, 
(27) 

t NE p T'L(P) 1 2 r
oo

[p(x;+1, t) 
Z11-x I Jo 

+ P (x; -1, t)] E(t) dt. 

We calculate N, the number of ROts, from 
+ -the observed number nZ'IT of KS-+ 'IT.'IT decays; 

we have 

where EZ'IT is the time-independent part of the 

detection efficiency for 'IT + 'IT - decays. This 

gives 

C n 
T'L(P)=Z EZrrn P 11- x I

Z
[Q(x)r

1
T'(K

S
-+'IT+'IT-), 

P Z'IT (29) 

where Q(x) is the ratio of integrals given in. 

Eq. (Z1). 

In order to evaluate accurately the effi

ciency Ep by means of the Monte Carlo program 

PHONY, we had to modify some of our cuts to 

remove their dependence on qualitative scanning 

information. For example, in the set of cuts 

for the test of b.S = b.Q, in which it was not 

necessary to know Ep ' we rejected an event in 

which the V fitted an incoming muon or charged 

pion decay only when its appearance (ionization, 

energy-loss, -0 rays, etc.) was consistent with 

this interpretation. In our cuts for the q~}cu

lation of the KL leptonic decay rate, since 

PHONY could not be made to simulate such 

complicated criteria; we simply rejected all 

events satisfying the kinematic criteria for this 

cut, independent of appearance. Bed~use of 

thes.e and other similar changes, only Z05 of 

our 25Z events were used. for the calculation of 

I L(P), and the efficiency E P was found from 

simulated events to be 41%. The predicted con

tamination of 'IT+'IT-''Y decays was Z7.3 events, so 

that np = 177.7 events. 

The determination of nZ'IT and EZ'IT was dis

cussed in Sec. IlIA. 

It may be seen from Eq. (Z9) that our mea

surement of r L (P) depends on the value as sumed 

for x. This is essentially because the.total 

number of leptonic decays, np, enters into the 

right-hand side of Eq. (Z9). and the fraction of 

these that is due to KL decay depends on the 

value of x. For x = 0, we find T'L (.e) 

( 6 -1 
= 13.1±1.3)X10 sec and for x = 0.Z5, IL(P) 

( 6 -1 = 11.5±1.1)X10 sec. Thesevaluesmaybe 
- 19 

compared with the current world average, 
'6 1 

T'L(P) = (1Z.Z4 ±0.46)X 10 sec- . Clearly, this 



t~st ~hows no sign of unexplained loss of 

events in our experiment. Like the X2 test, 

this test is rather insensitive to x, and gives 

consistent results for both x == 0 and the value 

found in the maximum-likelihood analysis. 

3. Measurement of the K S- K L mass 

difference 

To make a more detailed check of the time 
2 

distributions thanis provided by the X test 

and the measurement of r L(£)' we made a 

maximum-likelihood determination of the mass 

difference 0. We used the likelihood function 

for all 252 events (assuming x == Xl, asdis-~ 

cussed in Sec. III B), allowing 0 to vary first 

instead of, and then in addition to, x. For 

fixed, real value~ of x, this function is ins en

siti ve to the sign of 0, since the terms involv

ing sin ot in the time distributions vanish when 

1m (x) == O. 
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For x fixed at the value zero, as predicted 

d 1"1 == (0.47t-O°.·1126)~ by the .6.S == .6.Q rule, we fin u 

X 10 10 sec-i. For x == 0.25, we obtain 
+0.09 10 -1 1 

101 == (0.56_0.08)X10 ... sec . These va ues 

are to be compared with the current world av-
19 . 10 -1 

erage value of 0 == (-0.544 ±0.017) X10 sec 

In both cases, the agreement is very good. 

As a final check, we ha\re allowed both x 

and 0 to vary, and have made a simultaneous 

maximum-likelihood fit to the three quantities 

Re(x), Im(x), and 0. Here the signs of Im(x) 

and 0 are not determined, ' but they are coupled, 

since the likelihood function is invariant under 

a change of the signs of Im(x) and 0 together. 

Choosing the well- established negative sign 

for 0, we find 

Re(x) O 25 tO.08 Im(x) == 0 01+ 0 . 17 (30) 
. -0.10' - . -0.11' 

to.15 10 -1 
o ==(-0.56_ 0 . 10)X1O sec. 

It may be seen that the value of x is essen

tially unchanged by this procedure, and the 

agreement of 0 ,~th the established value re

n1ains excellent. The small increases in the 

errors in x, compared with those in Eq. (23), 

reflect the insensitivity of our result (23) to 

the value used for 0. More precisely, a change 

in 101 of three "world average standard devi-
. 19 10 -1 

ations, .6.101 ==±0.05X10 sec ,producesa 

change in our most likely value of x of 

.6.x = ± 0 .007 + 0.037 i. ( 31) 

IV .. DISCUSSION 

Our result (23) is not in good agreement 

with the prediction of the .6.S == .6.Q rule. The 

likelihood of x == 0, relative to the likelihood 

. . -3.2 0 04 . Alt t· el we maXImum, IS e ==.. erna IV y, 

may say that the most likely value of x lies 
1 

about (2 X 3.2) 2. == 2.5 standard deviations away 

from zero .. While we do not regard a 2.5-stan

dard-deviation effect as statistically conclu

sive, it does suggest a violation of the .6.S=.6.Q 

rule. 

The value we obtain for Im(x) is consistent 

with zero; thus we find no ev.idence for a CP

nonconserving contribution to x. 

It may be seen from the curves in Figs. 1, 

2, and 3 that our positive result for Re(::x).is 

due mainly to an excess of about 14 negative 
. -10 

leptons in the fir st 3 X 10 sec, and partly 

to an excess of about nine unidentified events 

in the first 10- 10 sec, as would result if we 
t -had not eliminated all KS- TT TT background. 

Accordingly we have tried increasing the se

verity of the cuts (a) to (f) in Sec. II C, both 

one at a time and in various combinations, so 

as to remove each time about 25 additional 

events from our sample. These removal have 

no significant effect on our results, and we are 
. + -

convinced that we have negligible KS -+ TT TT 

background. Furthermore, the likelihood 

plots in Figs. 4 and 9 show that our measure

ment of x is dominated by the identified elec

tronic decays; the muonic and unidentified 

events add relatively little information, owing 

to poor statistics is one case and insensitivity 

to x in the other. Thus our result (23) is 

principally based on the set of events that is 

\.' 

'.' '\ 

I 



.. 
i 

·--tIr 
. ) 

(; 
( 

least likely to be subject to KS .... 1T +1T- back

ground contamination. 

Figure 10 shows our result for x, together 

with an average of the results of earlier ex

perirpents.
20 

The agreement is only fair: the 

value of X
2 

is 4.7 fot tWb degrees of freedom, 

gi ving a confidence level of about 0.1 for con

sistency of the two· values. Nevertheless, the 

results are in good enough agreement to sug

gest strongly that x is not zero. 

In Fig. 10 we also show the results of two 
21 22 

recent measurements of x, ' together with 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Time distribution of the 46 positive 

leptonic decays. The solid and broken curves 

show the predictions for x= 0 and x = 0.25, 

and their integrals over the first time bin are 

0.92 and 0.90, respectively. 

Fig. 2. Time distribution of the 73 negative 

leptonic decays. The solid and broken curves 

show the predictions for x = 0 and x = 0.25, 

and their integrals over the fir st time bin are 

15.0 and 21.6, respectively. 

Fig. 3. Time distribution of the 133 unidenti

fied events. The solid and broken curves show 

the predictions for x = 0 and x = 0.25, and 

.their integrals over the first time bin are 34.1 

and 39.5, respectively. 

Fig. 4. Likelihood contours for the 81 iden

tified electronic decays. 

Fig. 5. Likelihood contours for the 38 identi

fied muonic decays. 

Fig. 6. Likelihood contour s for the 119 iden

tified leptonic decays. This likelihood function 

is the product of those .in Figs. 4 and ~. 

Fig. 7. Geometrical efficiency function. 

Fig. 8. Likelihood contours for the 133 un:' 

identified events; 

Fig. 9. Likelihood contours for all 252 events. 

This likelihood function is the product of those 

in Figs. 6 and 8. 

Fig. 10. Expel'inlCntal results for the value 

of x. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the. United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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